
 

Whitbread owns over 2800 restaurants, hotels and coffee shops in the UK serving 22 million guests 

every month. Our mission is to serve great tasting, good quality and responsibly sourced food 

allowing our guests to make credible meal choices with honest, accessible and clear information.  

Ensuring high standards of animal welfare is an important part of our responsible sourcing 

commitment and an integral part of our Force for Good programme. Our guests expect this from us 

and we believe it is the right thing to do for an organisation of our size and scale.  

As a purchaser of meat and meat products, we recognise that our influence must focus first and 

foremost on our direct suppliers. We are dedicated to working with suppliers who are committed to 

best practice in animal welfare management and will work with them to ensure that the right 

standards are being met. 

So, what do these standards look like? 

Across our businesses, we are committed to ensuring all our meat suppliers operate in conjunction 

with the ‘Five Freedoms’ principle proposed by the Farm Animal Welfare Council (FAWC). These 

five freedoms mean that animals in the supply chain experience: 

1. Freedom from hunger or thirst by ready access to fresh water and a diet to maintain full 
health and vigour 

2. Freedom from discomfort by providing an appropriate environment including shelter and a 
comfortable resting area 

3. Freedom from pain, injury or disease by prevention or rapid diagnosis and treatment 

4. Freedom to express (most) normal behaviour by providing sufficient space, proper facilities 
and company of the animal's own kind 

5. Freedom from fear and distress by ensuring conditions and treatment which avoid mental 
suffering 

 
We require our suppliers to demonstrate management of animal welfare to the Five Freedoms 

standard back to the farm. 

Beyond this, we have made further commitments relevant to our supply chain. As a point of 

principle, we are working towards and committed to ensuring that: 

 There will be no genetic engineering or cloning of animals used in Whitbread product. 

 

 No illegal animal welfare or husbandry systems are used throughout our supply chain. 

 

 Animals are always provided with the appropriate veterinary care when needed, 
but medicines including antibiotics will only be used where it is absolutely 
necessary to ensure good health and welfare and substances such as growth 
promoter hormones will never be used. 
 

 Our suppliers constantly monitor the use of these products in their husbandry 
systems to reduce the amount of medicines used in the future.  
 

 Permissable mutilations are avoided wherever possible. Where there is a demonstrable 

animal welfare need for them to be carried out this must be in accordance with legal and 

best practice requirements.  

 

 All live animal transport across all species is kept at a minimum. Our aim is that this should 

not exceed a target of 8 hours and will be recorded for each delivery. 

 

 All meat and poultry used in Whitbread product is humanely slaughtered, specifically 

requiring pre-slaughter stunning.  



 

 
How are we doing this? 

As our animal welfare programme has grown and developed, it has become more than just a part of 

how we buy our meat and dairy. This year, we have created a new role, wholly dedicated to 

ensuring that our animal welfare policy is robust, thorough and most importantly, being 

implemented properly throughout our supply chain. This role is supported by animal welfare 

specialist consultancy Integra.  

Our newly appointed Food Policy and Animal Welfare Senior Manager has been working at 

Whitbread for  nearly 20 years, buying the meat that we serve in our restaurants and has over 15 

years experience working with livestock and meat processors. He is an AWT certified animal 

welfare officer and coupled with extensive hands-on experience is well placed to manage the 

implementation of our new animal welfare programme.  

This role is focused on working towards full assurance that these commitments are being upheld 

throughout our supply chain. We do this by undertaking third party audits of our slaughter houses 

and we are working to ensure that all the animals coming into our supply chain are from farm 

assured farms (Red Tractor in the UK, Bord Bia in Ireland or equivalent assurance system globally). 

We are also working to understand what further commitments we can make, in line with our 

ambition to continually improve our responsible sourcing performance. We have for example 

recently committed to achieving 100% cage free status on all whole shell eggs by the end of 2020 

and sourcing 100% cage free eggs for all ingredient egg products by 2025 across all our brands in the 

UK and Germany. We have already made good progress and 38% of our whole shell eggs are already 

cage free, meaning we are well on track to meet our 2020 target of 100%.  

We have won a Good Egg Award from Compassion in World Farming (CIWF) in recognition of this 

commitment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr Tracey Jones, Director of Food Business, Compassion in World Farming, said: “This year marks 10 

years since we launched the Good Egg Award and it’s been great to see such a drive towards cage-

free egg production with so many high profile businesses committing to change. We would like to 

congratulate Whitbread for the huge difference they are making to the lives of laying hens in their 

supply chain. We need more businesses to follow their excellent example and keep the momentum 

going across the industry”. 

We are currently developing our Animal Welfare Policy further to include specie specific 

addendums -  we have completed and are now busy implementing our Beef Policy and look forward 

to publishing our Pork, Poultry and Lamb Policies in due course. 

We work closely with our suppliers to support their implementation of the standards we set. We 

hold an annual conference for all our suppliers which is a good opportunity for us to update them 

on the animal welfare programme, goals and focus for the next 12 months. This year we have also 

https://www.whitbread.co.uk/content/dam/whitbread/pdfs/corporate-responsibility/our-approach/Beef%20Welfare%20Policy%20Draft%203.pdf


 

launched our Supplier Scorecard scheme which measures supplier performance against six key 

metrics: Commercial; Technical; Service; Quality, Innovation; and, Sustainability. For our food and 

beverage suppliers, the sustainability metric involves compliance to all relevant policies, including 

Animal Welfare.  

For more information on how we implement these commitments, and how the responsible sourcing 

programme is governed please see the current Whitbread Animal Welfare Policy and Governance 

page on the Force for Good website.  

Our ambition is to achieve our target of 100% Farm Assurance across all meat and dairy products by 

2020.  

 How we measure our performance 

We measure our performance against the following five KPIs: 

 

 

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Is the product farm assured?  

We require that animals are reared to a nationally recognised farm animal 

welfare scheme – Red Tractor in the UK, Bord Bia in Ireland                            

or equivalent globally. 

Has a Whitbread animal 

welfare audit been carried out 

on the supplier? 

How many non-compliances 

were raised (and closed off) 

during audit? 

Has the supplier been invited 

to Whitbread’s due diligence 

system for Animal welfare 

performance? 

Has the supplier completed 

our Animal Welfare 

questionnaire 

https://www.whitbread.co.uk/corporate-responsibility/index.html


 

How we are performing 

 

Animal Welfare  
Key Performance Indicators 
 

     

Primal Form Beef 
Laying 

Hen 
Eggs 

Broiler 
Chicken 

Pork Lamb Turkey Milk 

Farm Assured product (Red 
Tractor in UK or equivalent) 

95% 100% 
currently 
mapping 

currently 
mapping 

currently 
mapping 

100% 100% 

Whitbread audit carried out 
95% 

completed 
completed 

50% 
completed 

scheduled 
40% 

completed 
scheduled scheduled 

Number of Non Compliances 
identified, managed & closed 
at audit 

56 4 tbd tbd tbd tbd tbd 

On-boarded to Whitbread's 
due diligence system 

completed completed completed completed completed completed completed 

Animal Welfare 
questionnaire completed 

25% 100% 100% 25% 50% 50% 0% 


